Abstract. The recently intro(hwed concept of Nearest Centroid Neight)orhood is applied to discard outlirrs and prototypes in cl,~s overlapping regions in order to improve the performance of the Nearest Neighbor rule through an etliting i)rocedure. This apl)roach is related to graph b~sed editing algorithms which also define alternatiw, neighborhoods in t[,rms of geometric relations. Cl,~si('al e([iting algorithms are compared to these alternative editing schemes using sew,ral synthetic and real data problems. The empirical results show that the proposed editing algorithm constitutes a good trade-off among performance and computational burden.
Introduction
Tile Nearest Neighbor (NN) rule is one of tile most common choices among non-parametric classification rules [2] . In general, given a set of n previously labeled prototypes, tile k-NN rule assigns to all unknown sample the label of the majority among its k closest prototypes. Closeness is defined according to a certain measure of dissimilarity, usually the Euclidean distance in a certain feature space. The NN family of rules combine their simplicity in implementation with all appropriate behavior in the expected performance when n -4 oc. However, it is well-known that these classifiers suffer from some drawbacks. The first disadvantage comes from the impossibility of having a sufficiently large number of prototypes to achieve (near) optimal performance. On the other hand, large number of prototypes (to approximate the asymptotical performance) implies an important computational burden to find the (k-)nearest neighbor(s) and makes the NN methods inapplicable for problems in which distance cah:ulation is a time-consuming procedure.
A number of different approaches have already been proposed in order to overcome these drawbacks. First, fast searching algorithms [3] or condensed NN rules [4] try to alleviate the computational problem. Second, weighted NN This work was partially supported by the Spanish CICYT projects TIC95-676-C02-01 aml AGF95-0712-C03-01.
rules [9] , optimal distance measures [12] , and edited NN rules [4] try to lint)row' the perfornmnce of the NN rule in different ways. Joint use, of edited and con-(lensed NN rules, also referred to as prot~otype selection techniques, load to a ('Oml)osite at)preach in which both coml)utational issues an(I performance are impr()v~d [,l, 13] . It has bo(,n ol)serw'd by (lifferm3t rosrmrchers that a symptoti-('ally el)ritual edit(,d NN rttlos may t(,a(l to arl)itrarily lind classilicntion results if the umulmr ot' prott)l:yl)oS is not large enough comlmred to tlm intrinsic (timensionality of the, (lata. This has motivated a tmmber of iml)rovonwnts and alternatives to editing algorithms [5, 7, 10] .
The aim of this paper is to present a recent approach to improve the editing rules for small sets of prototypes by using alternative (tistance measures based on Proximity Graphs (PG) [10] and also, to introduce heuristics about the spatial distribution of the closest prototypes [1] to define new distance measures. These will be referred here to as surrounding aI)proaches because they try to h)ok for prototypes close enough (in the basic distance sense) but homogeneously or symmetrically distributed around a sample. This idea is inspired in the way the lo(:ally optimal distance for NN rules [12] works by using a straightforward at)-proximation of the conditional distribution of prototypes in the neighborhood to account for possible deviations from the asyml)totic behavior of the rule. It has also been shown that, as in the case of using optimal distances, the surrounding neighborhoods directly used in the classification rule may constitute an important advantage for finite sample size problems [11] .
The paper is organized as follows. B~sic concepts about editing algorithms are presented in Section 2. Section 3 includes the definition of alternative neighborhood criteria for its use in editing algorithms. The new editing algorithms making use of these criteria are presented in Section 4. Section 5 includes some of the experimellts carried out to compare the different editing schemes considered in this work. Finally, some conclusions and possible extensions are outlined in Section 6.
Edited NN rules
The edited NN rule was proposed first by Wilson [141 to improve the performance of the plain NN rule. This editing algorithm can be summarized ms follows: any prototype in a given set is discarded if the majority of its k-NN are ti'om a different class. The edited NN rule then consists of applying the 1-NN rule using the edited set of prototypes instead. It was empirically proven fi'om the beginning that the edited NN rule may outperform the results of the k-NN because it tends to remove outliers and retain only prototypes grouped into clustered regions with no overlapping among classes. However, to strictly prove these facts from an asymptotic point of view required further work and a different (and randomized) way of estimating the true label of a prototype being discarded. All this work lead to the well-known Multiedit algorithm [4] . This tendency to give well clustered and "clean" classes make prototype selection techniques, and editing in particular very appealing from a general point of view because these edited sets may I)e used to improve or accelerate other learning techniques. In fact. removing outliers is a convenient step prior to applying any classification techniques in most practical cases.
Asymptotically optimal editing algorithms heavily rely on the fact that the estimntiotl of prot, otype, labels have t,) bo don(, in an statisti('ally ind(,pc!nd(,ut, way. l:,~r pra('ti(:al l~r,~c,~,lur,,s using llldte sots, more indol)omh,n('o implies loss reliability ,m the est, imate, in fact,, the Multiedit algorithm t)('rf,)rms an internal holdout estimate which is known to exhibit a tendency to overestimate the error as the mlmbo.r of samples decrnascs [4] . In such cases, the use of a cross-validation estimate [5] or even the leaving-one-out method (Wilson's algorithm) may give better results titan optimal editings. Further improvement may be obtained by looking for neighbors using alternative distance measures or alternative classifier definitions which are known to t)erform adequately in the finite size case. In this way. the effects from not having infinitely many prot()types is minimized. For examph',, tile distance in [12] has already been used along with the Multiedit-condensing api)roa('h [8] lint llo satisfactory results came out from this combination.
Alternative neighborhood definitions
One of tile main facts that make tlle NN rule asymptotically optimal is tile couvergence of the neighbors to any sample [2] . In this case, ally neighborhood around a sample, x, has an empty volume and statistical properties of the sample and all its neighbors are obviously tile same. Ill fact, all asymptotic properties that can be derived for NN rules hokl regardless of the distance used.
When there is a finite and small number of prototypes available, the neighborhoods can have arbitrary shape and volume and none of tile properties which lead to the asymptotic results holds. In such a situation, Short and Fukunaga [12] proved that an optimal metric in the sense that it locally minimizes the conditional risk difference among the finite and infinite sample cases can be defined. To approximate this distmlce, tile conditional pdf have to be estimated in the neighborhood which results in a serious drawback in practice.
A similar idea consists of considering spatially homogeneous neighborhoods symmetrically distributed around a sample, x. In this way, not all nearest neighbors are considered. If we consider that conditional pdfs are smooth enough in the vicinity of a sample the ratio of prototypes from each class in this sur~vunding neighborhood can give us a better al)proximation of the conditional aposteriori probabilities which, in practice, improves tile k-NN rule in most situations [10] . Surrounding Neighborhoods (SN) can be obtained in a number of ways. First, the special cases of PG as the Delaunay Triangulation (DT), tile Gabriel Graph (GG) or tile Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) can be used to establish a geometrical relation between a sample and some of its neigtlbors [6, 11] .
A new idea has recently come out to obtain a SN based on the concept of Nearest Centroid Neighborhood (NCN) [1] which can be defined as a collection of sufficiently ch)se neighbors whose centroid is also close to the samph., x. In practice, the k-NCN can be obtained incrementally as follows:
-the 1-NN eq,als the t-NCN.
-the k-NCN ('an be obtained from tit(.' (k-1)-NCN by adding the l)rototypo which makes ~,lm resulting (:mttroi(I clos(,st to :r,.
This iterative procedure clearly does not minimize, the distance to the centroid because it gives precedence to the individual distances instead. In this way, the k-NCN makes more sense because it will be very similar to the k-NN but more homogeneously distributed. Even though there is no theoretical framework to account for the NCN concept, the empirical results reported to date are encouraging [1, 11] .
A Surrounding Editing Technique using the NCN
Most editing algorithms consist of two different but closely related parts: th(, internal classifier used and the way ill which the tinal label is estimated to (h'-cide whether to discard a prototype or not. Although it is possible to use the above neighborhood definitions in any of the classical editing algorithms, only the Wilson editing will be considered in this work to arrive to new editing algorithms. The reasons are two-fold: first because other (holdout based) editings would lead to less computationally feasible solutions and also, because we start from the fact that in the small sample size case the approach fi'om Wilson gives always better results.
Tile GG and RNG editing would consist of applying the Wilson editing using the graph neighbors of each prototype instead of the k-NN. As a consequence, there is no dependency on k because the number of graph neighbors is determined for each prototype from the same graph. The kind of graphs that could be used are the DT, the GG and the R,NG. These three graphs are in fact nested subgraphs which motivates that the number of RNG neighbors is always small compared to the number of GG neighbors. It is not of practical use to consider the DT because all known algorithms to compute it are exponential in the dimension of the feature space, d. Even the GG ea~d RNG require very costly algorithms to compute them [6] . This is a serious drawback for practical applications in which graph computation cannot be done off-line. Also, too sparse graphs (equivalent to low k values) tend to discard a lot of prototypes which may imI)ly a serious degradation in performance.
The NCN concept gives rise to a relatively efficient cl~sifier which can be used with different values of k. The NCN classifier can be used to obtain a more accurate information about prototypes, and specially, for those close to decision boundaries. This will result in a practical improvement of the corresponding editing algorithms. The Wilson algorithm particularized for the case of using the k-NCN would be as follows:
k-NCN Editing Algorithm
Step 1 Let S = X. (X is the original prot.otypp set,)
Step 2 for eachxiCX do: a) Let T=X-{xi}. b) Find the k-NCN of., in T. c) Disvard xi if there is majority of NCNs fl-om a different class.
Experimental Results
Several experiments using both synthetic and real databases have been carried out in order to compare the elticicncy of all editing algorithms considered in this work. Five different random partitions (half for training and half for testing purposes) of each original database, have been used to obtain average measures about the perfonnmme of each editing algorithm. In particular, the following approaches have been considered for this experimental study: the Wilson editing [14] , PG based editing using both GG and RNG [I0] and, finally, the NCN editing. Different settings and versions of the Muttiedit aml Holduut based editing [4] have been also tried on these databases l)ut the corresponding results are not included in the figures because they were, in general much worse than with tile other algorithms. The results corresponding to the k-NN rule have been also included for comparison purposes. 
The synthetic database
This experiment consists of a set of seven synthetic (latabases corresponding to the same problem but with dimensionality ranging from 2 to 8. There are two classes consisting of multivariate normal distributions with zero mean and stan(lard deviation 1 and 2 in all (limensions, respectively. There are 2,500 prototypes available in each (:lass. The purpose of this experiment is the study of the behavior of the e(titlng algorithms for different dimensionalities in a l>roblem with strong overlapping among classes. In this experiment only, the results of the k-NN rule, the Wilson editing and the NCN-based editing correspond to the best value of k from all the different neighborhood sizes tried.
As can be seen in Figure 1 , all editing procedures gave quite similar performance up to dimension 4. Nevertheless, there is a clear separation in their behavior as the dimensionality increases above 5. All surrounding e(litings give equal or better results than the k-NN from dimension 6. It is worth mentioning that the Multie(lit algorithm gave the best result for this experiment only for the lowest diinensionality (aromzd 73%). The better overall results for higher dimensionalities correst)ond to the NCN apl)roach. It at)pears from these results that the NCN editing is less sensitive to the size to intrinsic (limensionality ratio in the training set. A ,--A GG ~ "~/:'J:
Dim(nsionality Fig. 2 . The synthetic database. Prototypes retained by the different editing algorithms with varying dimensiona[ities. Figure 2 shows the averaged number of prototypes retained by each editing procedure along with the corresponding standard deviations. Obviously, all approaches need to retain more prototypes as the dimension increases. Taking into account both Figure 1 and 2 , tile NCN approach results in a good compromise between classification performance and final edited set size.
The texture database
This database wins generated fl'om the Brodatz'.~ album to study a texture discrimimttion problem with high order statistics, The aim consists of distinguishing among 11 different textures, each pattern (pixel) being characterized by 40 attributes built from the estim~ltion of fourth order rnodified moments with fonr distinct orientations. There is a total of 5.500 prototypes, 500 per class. Figure 3 illustrates the classification rates achieved by the 1-NN rule using the edited sets in this particular problem. Apart from the accuracy of the plain 1-NN rule using the whole training set, all results are quite similar for this problem but the editing using RNG and NCN achieved the best accuracy levels.
With regard to the size of the edited sets, shown in Figure 4 , it can be seen that all methods retain a very similar number of prototypes apart from the GGbased editing which retain a fraction of prototypes similar to the one obtained by the Multiedit algorithm for this problem (about 80%).
The Landsat image database
The purpose of the third experiment is the classification of the multi-spectral values of a real image (2,340 x 3,380 pixels) fi'om the Landsat satellite. This database results from a sub-area of an image; consisting of 82 x 100 pixels. Each pattern corresponds to a 3x3 square neighborhood of pixels completely contained within that sub-area. There are 6,435 samples with 36 attributes (4 spectral bands x 9 pixels in the neighborhood) and six classes. From Figure 5 . it seems (:lear that the surrounding approa(:hes achieve the highest classification rates an(l, in particular, the NCN based approach is more stable as the neighbor size increases. The RNG based editing gives the best accuracy level for tiffs problem but the differences between this and the NCN base(I editing are not statistically significalH,. Figure 6 shows the averaged number of t)rototypes retained fi~r this problem. From this, it is quite clear that the RNG requires significantly more prototypes than the other algorithms. Also, both Wilson and NCN based editing exhibit a decreasing tendency on k which gives rise again to a good trade-off between accuracy and final set size for the NCN based editing.
Concluding Remarks and Further Work
Alternative approaches to editing the NN rule have been considered in this work. In particular, the recently introduced concept of NCN applied to editing has been proposed. In general, the so-called surrounding approaches to editing look for close and symmetrically distributed prototypes to decide about retaining a prototype or not. In this sense, the NCN provides an efficient and convenient way of obtaining such a neighbors. From the experiments carried out it can be concluded that either the RNG or the NCN based editing are the best options to obtain appropriately edited sets. Moreover, the NCN retain significantly less prototypes and, more importantly, it does not require as much computation as the PG based approach. In fact, brute force computation of the k-NCN requires O(kn) while using an heuristic oI)timization to compute the PG results approximately in O(dn"), where d is the dimensionality of the feature space.
The results obtained in the experiments carried out in this work are encouraging enough to fllrther continue studying sm'rounding approaches to editing. Now alU~rnative noighborho~)ds, lmssibly better connected to the ;~symptotic case tamer a ('onv(.'ni[,nt theor(,tical framework, cr)uld be possible. Although it is possible to use SN in other cbmsical editing schemes ;~s the ttohtout editing and Multie(lit, it is not worth it mainly because that would require recomputing graphs or the NCN for each block and for each iteration of the algorithm, respectively. A better way of proceeding would be to combine information about different neighborhoods into a single editing algorithm.
